For a matrix with dominant diagonal, convenient upper and lower bounds for the determinant are available. Such bounds occur in the work of Price, Ostrowski, Hoffman, Haynsworth, and Brenner. In this article, the inequalities are used to bound the classical polynomials over a range of values of the argument.
Introduction.
Let A be a square matrix of complex numbers. Bounds on det A are known (see below) when the elements an satisfy the hypotheses in Definitions 1.01, 1.03. 1 Thus0^o-*<1.
1.05. Theorem [4] . Let A be an nXn matrix of complex numbers and let (1.02) hold. Then On the other hand, the matrix An has dominant diagonal (satisfies (1.02)) if Re X> -\. Thus for all values of X such that Re X> -\, application of Theorem 1.5 leads to the following corollary inequalities.
In particular if X is real and positive, (2.04) simplifies to
For X in the interval ( -J, 0), the inequality signs in (2.05) are reversed. oti (ai -a2) < ai -a2 < (ai + 2a2) (ai -a2).
2.08. Another matrix similar to An. If more conditions are imposed on «i, a2, a more interesting inequality will arise. Consider the raXra matrix C" = (ai+a2)I+aiaiK+K*.
This matrix has «1+0:2 on the diagonal, aia2 on the superdiagonal, and 1 on the subdiagonal. The This result might be tedious to verify otherwise, especially when «i, % are not real. Again these relations appear unpleasant to establish directly, especially so in case some of the variables are not real.
2.13. Arbitrary diagonal elements. To obtain the bounds of this section directly would not be difficult. But with absolutely no effort, Theorem 2.14 falls out as a corollary of Theorems 1.05 and 1.07.
2.14. Theorem. Let a(n) be a complex-valued function of n, and let X be a complex parameter such that
Let the numbers En be defined by the recursion
Then the inequalities
are valid bounds on \ E" |. Proof.
The determinant has the correct starting values and satisfies the correct three-term recursion.
From Theorems 1.05, 1.07 the estimates below are obtained.
4.03. Theorem. Let\ x\ ^1,»=;1. Then
4.05. Theorem. Let \x\ ^1,«^2. Then
g (2|x|2-r-l)"-V|x|»-2.
Estimates for | 7"n(x)| are well known when x is real, |x| 5=1. The estimates given by Theorems 4.04, 4.06 are reasonable; they grow about as fast as a polynomial of degree n, which T"(x) certainly is: rn(x) = 2"-ixn+ 5. Hermite polynomials. Let Hn = (-l)nex*l2D'le-x'12 be the rath Hermite polynomial, so that ü0 = l, üi = x, H2 = x2 -1, Hs = x3 -3x, Hi = x4 -6x2 + 3, H6 = xs -1 Ox3 +15x. Then 5.09. Remark. Note that these bounds are in general better than the bounds of the preceding theorem, but they are invalid for ra = 1.
The recursion formula for
Kn(x) = nHn(x) = (-iyne**i2D"e-*'i2 is (5.11) Kn+iix) = x(l+-\ Kn(x) -(n+2 + ---J Kn-iix), which is asymptotically like the recursion formula (5.01) for H"ix). This gives bounds for Kn(x), and hence for H"(x), that are better than the preceding bounds, for some moderately large values of x. Since the bounds are, for very large x, inferior to the preceding, the details are suppressed. In particular, these inequalities are valid for all nonpositive x ix ¿ 0). The lower bound for | Ln (0) | is exact.
Generalized
Laguerre polynomials. The modified Laguerre polynomial is a , .
-1 x -a_n . -x n-f-a. If a, ^4/3, ra^4, the diagonal of this matrix dominates for all x such that |2ra+a-3-x| =2((ra-l)(ra+a-2))1'2.
8.05. Theorem. Let a =; 4/3, ra^4. For all x such that \ 2n+a -3-x\ = 2((ra -l)(ra+a -2))1/2, the modified Laguerre polynomial Ln(x) = n^r1exx~aDn(e"zxn+a) satisfies |a+l-*|n{|«-l-* + 2¿| -iU + a-l)/i)1/2} è \Ln(x)\ i-t ¿\a+í-x\TL{\a~í-x+2j\ +((j + a-l)/j) }.
y-2 9. Arctangent polynomials. The polynomials Sn(x) defined by (9.01) nlSnix) = (-l)-(l + x2y+1D"il + x2)-1 satisfy the recursion (ra > 0) [3 ] (9.02) Sn = 2xSn-i -(x2 + l)Sn-i, S-l = 0, So = 1. 
